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Abstract
We give an explicit combinatorial construction of ﬁnal coalgebras for a
modest generalization of polynomial functors on Set. Type signatures are
modeled as directed multigraphs instead of endofunctors. The ﬁnal coal-
gebra for a type signature F involves the notion of Brzozowski derivative
on sets of paths in F.
1 Introduction
Final F-coalgebras for endofunctors F on Set are useful in deﬁning semantics
of coinductive datatypes. The existence of ﬁnal coalgebras under very general
conditions has been studied in several papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. These
studies are mostly undertaken from an abstract categorical viewpoint, typi-
cally involving inverse limits, Cauchy completions, or bisimulation quotients
of large powers. Aside from a few speciﬁc examples [6, 7], general concrete
constructions seem to be lacking. Such constructions would be of great use
to anyone interested in formal semantics and logics for reasoning about coin-
ductive datatypes. Of lesser concern, but still an issue, is that the traditional
representation of a type signature as a set functor introduces an undesirable
asymmetry in the case of mutually recursively deﬁned types.
Ordinary deterministic ﬁnite automata over an alphabet S form a family of
coalgebras of a particularly simple form [7, 11]. Final coalgebras of this type
can be constructed explicitly in terms of the Brzozowski derivative
Da(A) = fx j ax 2 Ag
for A  S and a 2 S.
1In this note we give an explicit Brzozowski-like construction of ﬁnal coalge-
bras for a modest generalization of polynomial functors on Set. These functors
are built from product, coproduct, total and partial functions from a ﬁxed set,
constant functors, and compositions thereof. However, instead of functors, we
represent type signatures as certain directed multigraphs. This not only ad-
dresses the issue of asymmetry mentioned above, but also provides a platform
for a deﬁnition of a Brzozowski derivative on sets of paths.
2 Directed Multigraphs
A directed multigraph is a structure G = (V, E, src, tgt) with vertices V, directed
edges E, and two maps src,tgt : E ! V giving the source and target of each
edge, respectively. We write e : s ! t if s = srce and t = tgte. When specifying
multigraphs, we will sometimes use the notation s
n ! t for the metastatement,
“There are exactly n edges from s to t.”
A path is a ﬁnite alternating sequence of nodes and edges
s0 e0 s1 e1 s2  sn 1 en 1 sn,
n  0, such that ei : si ! si+1, 0  i  n   1. These are the arrows of the free
category generated by G. The length of a path is the number of edges. A path
of length 0 is just a single node. The ﬁrst and last states of a path p are denoted
src p and tgt p, respectively. As with edges, we write p : s ! t if s = src p and
t = tgt p.
A multigraph homomorphism ` : G1 ! G2 is a map ` : V1 ! V2, ` : E1 ! E2
such that if e : s ! t then `(e) : `(s) ! `(t). This lifts to a functor on the free
categories generated by G1 and G2.
A type signature is a directed multigraph F along with a designation of each
node of F as either existential or universal. The existential and universal nodes
correspond respectively to coproduct and product constructors. The directed
edges of the graph represent the corresponding destructors.
For example, consider an algebraic signature consisting of a binary function
symbol f, a unary function symbol g, and a constant c. This would ordinarily
be represented by the polynomial endofunctor F =  2 +   + 1, or in OCaml
by
type t = F of t * t | G of t | C
We would represent this signature by a directed multigraph consisting of four
nodes ft, f, g,cg, of which t is existential and f, g,c are universal, along with
edges
t
1 ! f t
1 ! g t
1 ! c f
2 ! t g
1 ! t.
2Here is a more involved example from [12]. In that paper, the state of a
computation of a higher-order language with closures is deﬁned in terms of a
recursive type deﬁnition
Val = Const + Cl values
Cl = l-Abs  Env closures
Env = Var * Val closure environments
where Const is a ﬁxed set of constants, l-Abs is a ﬁxed set of l-abstractions, and
Var is a ﬁxed set of variables. The exact nature of these sets is not important
here. The set of values is a solution to the recursive equation
Val = Const + (l-Abs  (Var * Val)),
which would ordinarily be modeled by an endofunctor
F = Const + (l-Abs  (Var *  ))
on Set. In OCaml, we might write
type value = Const of int | Closure of closure
and closure = labs * env
and env = var -> value
We model this type signature by a multigraph with existential nodes Val, Const,
l-Abs, and Env and universal nodes Cl, 1, and a node for each B  Var. The
edges are
Val
1 ! Const Val
1 ! Cl
Cl
1 ! l-Abs Cl
1 ! Env
Const
c ! 1, c = jConstj l-Abs
d ! 1, d = jl-Absj
Env
1 ! B, B  Var B
b ! Val, b = jBj
Note that we are regarding a partial function Var * Val on the ﬁxed set Var as
a dependent coproduct åBVar ValB. This is modeled by an existential node to
select the domain B  Var, followed by a universal node to select the value of
the function ValB on that domain.
2.1 Coalgebras and Realizations
Let F be a type signature. An F-coalgebra is a mapping that associates a pair
(As, as) with each node s of F, where the As are pairwise disjoint sets and as is
a function, such that
 as : As ! åsrce=s Atgte, if s is existential,
3 as : As ! Õsrce=s Atgte, if s is universal.
A morphism of F-coalgebras is a collection of set maps hs that commute with
the as in the usual way.
Coalgebras are equivalent to realizations. An F-realization is a directed multi-
graph G along with a multigraph homomorphism ` : G ! F, called a typing,
with the following properties.
 If `(u) is an existential node, then u has exactly one successor.
 If `(u) is a universal node, then ` is a bijection between the edges of G
with source u and the edges of F with source `(u).
A homomorphism of F-realizations is a multigraph homomorphism that com-
mutes with typings.
Theorem 2.1 The categories of F-realizations and F-coalgebras are isomorphic.
Proof. We ﬁrst construct a coalgebra from a given realization G = (U,D)
and ` : G ! F. For each node s of F, let
As = ` 1(s) = fu 2 U j `(u) = sg
and deﬁne as as follows:
 If s is existential and u 2 As, let d : u ! v be the unique edge with srcd =
u in G. Deﬁne as(u) = in`(d)(v), where in`(d) : A`(v) ! åsrce=s Atgte is
the natural injection into the coproduct.
 If s is universal and u 2 As, deﬁne as(u) to be the unique tuple t 2
Õsrce=s Atgte such that p`(e)(t) = tgte for all e such that srce = u, where
p`(e) : Õsrce=s Atgte ! A`(v) is the natural projection from the product.
Conversely, given a coalgebra with data As,as for nodes s of F, we can
deﬁne a realization. Let U be the disjoint union of the As and let `(u) = s for
u 2 As. If u 2 As and s is existential, then as(u) = ine(v) 2 åsrce=s Atgte for
some e : s ! t and v 2 At. Add an edge d : u ! v and set `(d) = e. If
u 2 As and s is universal, then as(u) 2 Õsrce=s Atgte. For each e : s ! t, let
ve = pe(as(u)) 2 At. Add an edge de : u ! ve and set `(de) = e. 2
2.2 Final Coalgebras
Realizations allow us to give a concrete construction of ﬁnal coalgebras that
is reminiscent of the Brzozowski derivative on sets of strings (see [11]). Here,
instead of strings, the derivative acts on certain sets of paths of F.
Let F be a type signature. Construct a realization RF,`F as follows. A node
of RF is a set A of paths in F such that
4(i) A is nonempty and preﬁx-closed;
(ii) all paths in A have the same ﬁrst node, which we deﬁne to be `F(A);
(iii) if p is a path in A of length n and tgt p is existential, then there is exactly
one path of length n + 1 in A extending p;
(iv) if p is a path in A of length n and tgt p is universal, then all paths of length
n + 1 extending p are in A.
The edges of RF are deﬁned as follows. For every node A and edge e of F such
that there exists a path in A whose ﬁrst edge is e, include exactly one edge
dA,e : A ! fp j se p 2 Ag
in RF, where s = srce = `(A), and `F(dA,e) = e. It is readily veriﬁed that
tgtdA,e = fp j se p 2 Ag satisﬁes properties (i)–(iv) and that `(tgtdA,e) = tgte,
so ` is a typing.
Theorem 2.2 The realization RF,`F is ﬁnal in the category of F-realizations. The
corresponding coalgebra as constructed in Theorem 2.1 is ﬁnal in the category of F-
coalgebras.
Proof. Let G,` be an arbitrary realization. The unique homomorphism h :
G,` ! RF,`F is given by: h(s) is the set of paths in F that are images under
` of paths in G starting with node s. The second statement of the theorem is
immediate from Theorem 2.1. 2
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